I. INTRODUCTION
High-performance machinescan be built using more than one processing element (PE). The main problem in multiprocessing, however, is not only how to build a system, but also how to use it. This requires development of parallel algorithms and programs that can be executed efficiently. There are three basic approaches to parallel program development. One school of thought maintains that parallelization is a complex problem that can be performed only manually. However, programmers are error-prone and not very efficient in solving problems with hundreds of tasks. For example, system deadlock is the most common problem and is difficult to detect once the program is developed. The second school of thought maintains that a restructuring compiler will automatically restructure sequential programs into parallel programs. However, the parallelism revealed in this way is restricted by the algorithms embodied in the sequential programs. The third school believes in interactive program development with the assistance of computer-aided programming (CAP) tools. This approach recognizes that some tasks, such as algorithm design, are creative while others, such as task scheduling and synchronization insertion, are solved efficiently using CAP tools. These tools also generate performance estimates and quality measures to guide programmers in improving their Manuscript received June 30,1988; revised March 30,1989 
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puter Science, University of California, Irvine, C A 92717. IEEE Log Number 8933026. programs and algorithms. In this way,optimal performance can be obtained with increased productivity. In this paper, we describe pa-allelization problems and the role of tools for developing 1: rograms on message-passing systems. In section 11, we adclress some essential issu"; in parallelization and define several types of efficiency losses that determine the performance of a multiprocmsing system. Two basic problem!, namely, partitioning and communication, are discussed n detail. In section Ill, we describe program developmer t methodologies and the partitioning and merging metiods. A CAP tool, called Hypertool, is introduced in section IV as an example of programming tools for multiproce! sing. Hypertool generates parallel code by automatic schetluling and synchronization insertion. Hypertool also gener: tes performance estimates and quality measures for the diweloped parallel code.
II. PARALLELIZATION AND EFFICIEF CY A. Parallelization Issues for Multiprocessing Systems
A multiprocessing system m y be modeled as in Fig. 1 . Several identical PES are connc cted by a communication network. Each PE has a main prc'cessor (MP) and a memory module (MM). Some systems way have one or more cornmunication coprocessors (CCP ;) in each PE. Two types of multiprocessing systems can bc identified by two types of memory organization. In a shared memory system, communication between PES is carric!d out viaa shared memory. To exchange data, the producing processor stores data in the shared memory, from which the consuming processor retrieves it. In a message-passing system, communication i s performed by sending data directly from one PE to another.
The success of multiprocessing technology depends on successful parallelization of application problems [I] , which in turn requires good partitioning of problems and minimization of communication between partitions. Parallelization problems include algorithm design, data and operation partitioning, granularity determination, load balancing, and minimization of network contention. First the programmer must design an efficient parallel algorithm for the application problem. After algorithm development, the problem needs to be partitioned. Partitioning can be performed in two ways: "data partitioning" or "operation partitioning."The former partitions data and, consequently, assigns related operations to PES. The later partitions operations and allocates the corresponding data to PES. For many applications, the data partitioning is straightforward. It is the most suitable in cases where the computation amount associated with data is evenly distributed. O n the other hand, although operation partitioning may require more complex analysis, it may be better suited for problems with irregular structures. With either approach, the partitioning style must be selected. For example, computation involving matrices may be partitioned along matrix rows, columns, or blocks. The basic rule suggests partitioning along data dependencies without cutting dependencies, which in turn reduces the amount of communication between partitions. With the selected partitioning style, the grain size of each partition must be determined. Usually, fine-grained partitions have more parallelism than crude-grained partitions. Unfortunately, they also have more dependencies.
Ideally, a problem should be partitioned into as many as possible independent taskswith nocommunication among these tasks. However, for most practical applications, there are dependencies between tasks. Data must be allocated to minimize breaking dependencies and fit communication network topologies. In the multiprocessing system of Fig.  1 , the basic method is to allocate data to the local memory module of the PE that consumes the data. In many cases, a data item must be shared by several PES. The data must be transferred through an interconnection network. To reduce communication, the data must be allocated to the PE that uses it most often. Improper data allocation leads to large communication overhead and PE suspension. More seriously, it may cause network contention when the amount of communication exceeds a certain percentage of the network capacity. To reduce network contention, mapping of tasks to PES must minimize the network traffic in addition to the minimization of dependencies among tasks. Even when communication traffic is not heavy, "hot spots" may occur if many PES try to access a set of data in the same memory module simultaneously [2] . In a shared memory system, hot spots may cause serious network contention, and in the worst case, saturate the entire network. One solution to hot spots is using expensive combining network. Another solution is to distribute the data to different memory modules. In a message-passing system, this problem is not so serious since such data can be broadcast to many PES.
Improper partitioning and data allocation may cause large overhead, which leads to efficiency loss. Unbalanced load also leads to performance degradation when some PES are suspended while waiting for data from other PES. Another source of efficiency loss is parallel algorithm design.
B. Efficiency Loss
For multiprocessing systems, the speedup is defined as S = T,/T,, where Ts is the execution time of the best sequential program running on a single PE and Tpis the execution timeof the parallel program. Theefficiency is defined as p = S / N , where N is the number of PES. The value of j i is usually less than one, indicating efficiency loss in parallelization. The efficiency loss may come from parallel I ) Efficiency Loss from Algorithm Parallelization:
Although sequential algorithms may be applied to parallel systems, the best sequential algorithm may not be the best parallel algorithm. To exploit more parallelism, programmers should design new parallel algorithms instead of parallelizing sequential algorithms. A parallel algorithm may require more overall computation to solve a given problem than a sequential algorithm. The efficiency loss from algorithm parallelization is defined as ELA = TA/Ts, where TA is the execution time of the parallel algorithm coded as a sequential program without any communication primitives.
For some algorithms, such as the wave equation and matrix multiplication [3], the same algorithm may be used for both sequential and parallel machines, and ELA is equal to 1. However, some parallel algorithms are very inefficient.
For example, the Jacobi parallel algorithm for Laplace equations is not as efficient as its sequential counterpart, the Gauss-Seidel algorithm [4]. The former converges much more slowly than the latter. Fig. 2 shows the number of iterualgorithms, coding, and PE suspension.
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Fig. 2. Number of iterations for convergency of Jacobi and
Gauss-Seidel algorithms.
ations for convergency of the two algorithms. Note that the efficiency loss may be several orders of magnitude.
2) Efficiency Loss from Coding: When a parallel algorithm is coded into a parallel program, overhead is introduced, which causes efficiency loss. 
P E 0 P E 1 P E 2 P E 3 P E 0 P E 1 P E 2 P E 3 &for most problems increases with the number of PES. If the parallel program is running on a single PE, ELc is usually not equal to 1, since the overhead from PE initialization and selection statements still exists.
3) Efficiency Loss from Processor Suspension: This efficiency loss is defined as where Tp is the execution time of the parallel program on
, where TB, is the total suspension times for PE i,
Thus the efficiency loss depends on the ratio of the total suspension time and total running time for all PES. Processor suspension results from load imbalance and message dependencies. If the algorithm does not have enough parallelism, the efficiency loss from processor suspension may be great.
Load balance, in its normal sense, means an equal load for each PE. When the load of each PE is not balanced, a lightly loaded PE will become suspended. Even if all PES are equally loaded, processor suspension can still occur due to message dependencies. For example, in Fig. 6(a) , we divide a program into two equal parts without dependencies and load them onto two PES, resulting in a balanced load. However, if one part depends on the other, even though the load i s "balanced,"one of the PES becomes sus- 
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pended, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Therefore the correct meaning of load balance should be that all PES are running without any suspension. We call this "complete load balancing." When the load is completely balanced, not only is the load equal for each PE, but also dependencies do not cause processor suspension.
Dependencies can lead to processor suspension in two ways. When PE i needs data to execute but the data has not been generated by PE/, PE i will be suspended. Even if the data has been generated by PE j and on the way to PE i, PE i may become suspended due to the message transmission time. In the latter case, we say the message transmission time is not tolerated. In summary, all efficiency losses can be classified as one of the preceding efficiency losses. Overall, the efficiency can be expressed as p = l/ELAELcELp, and the speedup is S = N/ELAELcELp In fact, the term "speedup," frequently used by many people, is actually the speedup for the same algorithm--Sa = N/ELcELp-or the speedup for the same codes, = N/ELp.
C. Methods for Performance Improvement
To increase the efficiency, we must design better algorithms, reduce computation and communication overhead, and reduce processor suspension time. A parallel algorithm must be designed to maximize parallelism and minimizedependencies in orderto achieve small efficiency loss. The problem must be properly partitioned into several tasks. The dependencies among these tasks are the main reason for efficiency losses from processor suspension and coding. The dependencies on a shared memory system are the data, storage, and control dependencies [5] , while in a message-passing system, the only dependency is the message dependency.
A parallel program usually consists of serial and parallel segments of codes partitioned along i t s natural boundaries. The parallel parts can be further partitioned along iteration boundaries. If there are no dependencies between iterations, they can be executed on different PES without communication. If the iterations are dependent on each other, the alignment method and minimum-distance method [SI may be used to reduce or even eliminate these dependencies. If dependencies still exist after applying these methods, tasks must exchange data. Problem data must be partitioned to minimize dependencies among tasks and maximize parallelism. These two goals, however, may contradict each other. Fig. 7 shows an example of the GaussSeidel algorithm. When we partition the matrix into squares, we have less dependencies and less parallelism (Fig. 7(a) ). O n the other hand, if we partition it into strips, we have more parallelism and more dependencies (Fig. 7(b) ).
We may use more memory space to eliminate some dependencies. For example, in matrix multiplication, where C = A * B , each PE can store a subblock of matrix A and a subblockof B [3]. This algorithm must exchangedata at each computation stage. On theother hand, if each PE stores the entire matrix B, the communication required above can be eliminated. This represents a trade-off between communication overhead and memory space. Also, communication can be reduced by duplicating operations. As previously stated, we must pay a price for duplication of operations in order to eliminate some message transfers. Packing reduces the number of message transfers and consequently eliminates some message initialization overhead. Whenever a PE sends several messages to another PE, these messages may be packed together to form a message package. However, the packing and unpacking themselves are overhead. Furthermore, message packing may delay certain message transfers since the earlier-generated message has to wait for the later message to be generated.
The efficiency loss from coding comes from both computation overhead and communication overhead. If the computation overhead is dominant, we consider the "task granularity." The task granularity refers to the average amount of computation in a task. If the major overhead i s from communication, the "communication granularity" is considered, which refers to the average amount of computation between two consecutive communications [6] . Fine granularity exploits more parallelism, but increases efficiency loss. Crude granularity, on the other hand, reduces efficiency loss but decreases parallelism [6] . Fig. 8 shows the relationship between granularity, parallelism, efficiency, and speedup. If granularity is too small, large overhead leads to low efficiency and decreased speedup, although parallelism increases. O n the other hand, when granularity is too large, there is not enough parallelism for Grdrlularlty   Fig. 8 . Relationship between granularity, parallelism, efficiency, and speedup.
speedup. To determine propergranularity, two factors must be considered: dependency and overhead. When there are few dependencies, fine granularity may be used without increasing efficiency loss. When many dependencies exist, the overhead of communication becomes the dominant part of efficiency loss. If overhead is very large, cru,de granularity may be used with loss of parallelism. When overhead decreases, medium or fine granularity is possible [7] . The dataflow approach becomes practical when overhead is reduced to several operations. The spectrum of granularity is shown in Fig. 9 . In general, granularity should be comparable to overhead to keep efficiency loss small [8] . Furthermore, granularity should be crude enough to tolerate the message trnasmission time. Current message-passing systems have relative large overheads so that only crude granularity is used in partitioning. Since the overhead is getting smaller on the new generation machines, medium granularity may be used in the near future.
Ill. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AIDS A. Program Development Methods
The main goal of parallel program development is to reduce efficiency losses. One approach advocates sophisticated dependency analysis and extraction of parallelism from sequential programs by restructuring sequential programs into parallel programs [9] . However, since sequential programs were developed from sequential algorithms, the restructuring method cannot extract more parallelism than that available in those algorithms. If the extracted parallelism is not large enough, processor suspension becomes the major source of efficiency loss.
Another approach focuses on developing parallel algorithms and partitioning data manually [3], [IO] , [ I l l . This approach tries to partition a problem into subproblems of almost equal size to balance load for each PE and to reduce the dependencies among these subproblems. The quality of programs developed is highly dependent on programmers' experience and problem regularity [12] . For problems with irregular structures, the combined effect of dependencies and overhead is hard to estimate manually, causing poor load distribution. For example, load balancing may require some code segments to be moved from one PE to another, which would increase dependencies. These dependencies may lead to more processor suspension, resulting in even worse load imbalance. This approach could cause high efficiency losses from coding and processor suspension. Furthermore, since scheduling and communication is performed manually, debugging programs is difficult.
B. The CAP Approach
The third approach uses friendlyenvironments and automation to help programmers develop high-quality programs with increased productivity.
Several research efforts have demonstrated the usefulness of program development tools for multiprocessing.
There are two types of tools. One provides software development environment and debugging facilities. POKER [I31 is a parallel programming environment for message-passing systems, which has been ported to the Cosmic Cube [14] . POKER provides a graphic representation of communication structure. DAPP [15] accepts program codewith inserted synchronization primitives and produces a report of parallel access anomalies, that is, pairs of statements that can access the same location simultaneously. Polylith [I61 was designed for prototyping parallel algorithms. It supports development of architecture-independent parallel programs. In this environment, task communications are specified by virtual connections, instead of physical processor connections, to simplify many data transmission issues.
The other type of tool performs some program transformation. Most tools of this type are based on the theory of program restructuring [17] . PTOOL [I81 performs sophisticated dependency analysis, including advanced interprocedural flow analysis. It identifies parallel loops, extracts global variables, and provides a simple explanation facility. This information can be used to obtain more parallelism, eliminate some dependencies, and reduce efficiency losses. PTOOL does program transformations, too. However, PTOOL only tests loops for independence and does not provide partitioning and synchronization mechanisms for nonparallel loops. CAMP [I91 partitions both parallel and nonparallel loops, and reduces dependences by using process alignment and minimum-distance algorithms. Since it extracts more parallelism and eliminates many dependencies, efficiency loss from processor suspension is reduced. CAMP also inserts synchronization primitives and estimates performance for ech partitioning strategy. Brandes and Sommer [20] have introduced a knowledge-based parallelization tool. This tool performs dependency and anomaly analysis, as well as some execution order-changing to obtain more parallelism and less efficiency loss.
The program development tool described in the following section is based on the partitioning and merging approach to obtain proper granularity. Hypertool aims at increasing programming productivity and taking advantage of tedious tasks that computers do better than humans. It performs automatic scheduling and communication insertion, and generates parallel codes for target machines. An optimizing scheduler i s used to minimize communication overhead and processor suspension, so that efficiency losses are reduced. Hypertool also provides performance estimates and an explanation facility to help programmers improve their programs.
C. The Partitioning a n d Merging Approach
Dependencies are defined by partitioning. There is no dependencywhen a program is treated as a single partition. This is one extreme. In the other extreme, a program can be partitioned at the operation level with the finest granularity and all dependencies. This partition is called the "intrinsic partition." Most partitioning styles fall in the middle, that is,one partition includes several operations. In this way, dependencies are reduced compared to the intrinsic partition. One of the partitioning approaches is to partition a problem into P tasks with the one-to-one mapping between the tasks and the PES, where P is the number of PES. It i s called "one-step partitioning" and is suitable for problems with regular structures [3] . However, it is difficult to balance load and minimize dependencies in one-step partitioning for the problems with irregular structures. The partitioning and merging (P&M) approach is a "two-step partitioning." The first step is to partition a problem into processes of small sizes. The partitioning strategy may be decided by a programmer or an automatic partitioner. A macro dataflow graph is generated automatically by the dependency analysis of these processes. In the second step, ascheduler is used to merge processes intotasks. Sincethe scheduler takes care of dependencies and overhead, a highquality solution can be obtained for problems with regular When all inputs are available, the node is triggered to execute and generates its outputs. An atomic node can be a procedure, an iteration, a statement, or an operation. We use a directed graph to represent the atomic model, in which a set of nodes { n,, n2, . . . , n,} are connected by a set of directed edges {e,, e2, . . . , ee}, as shown in Fig. 10. lelism as possible. In Fig. I l ( a ) , when nodes 2 and 5, and 3 and 4, are merged, the number of dependencies is reduced from5to3,with reductionof parallelism. On theother hand, if nodes 1 and 3, and 5 and 6 are merged, as shown in Fig.  I l ( b ) , the graph contains three dependencies without reduction of parallelism.
In the P&M approach, the sizes of processes determine . . contain only a single operation. However, small-size processes can cause large amounts of scheduling work, which may exceed the capability of a static scheduler. When a dynamic scheduler is used, the scheduling itself becomes major overhead for a large number of processes. Therefore, from a practical point of view, a process should consist of moderate size of operations. Thus a careful choice of process sizes and use of a good scheduler will reduce the efficiency losses from coding and processor suspension.
IV. HYPERTOOI
In this section, we present a version of Hypertool, which generates macro dataflow graphs, performs static schedTheweight of a node i s equal to the process execution time. Since each edge corresponds to a message transfer from one process to another, the weight of the edge is equal to the message transmission time. If the nodes are operations, the graph is adataflow graph, otherwise, it is a "macro dataflow graph,"
Dependencies may cause communication overhead and processor suspension. However, dependencies are not harmful as long as they are contained in the same task. Therefore we may merge several processes into a task to reduce communication while maintaining as much paraluling and mapping, inserts communication primitives, and generates parallel codes. The performance estimation and quality measures also will be described.
The system diagram of our Hypertool is shown in Fig. 12 . First, a user develops a proper algorithm, performs partitioning, and writes a program as a set of procedures. This program is automatically converted into the parallel program for a target machine by parallel code synthesis and optimization. Fig. 13showstheorganization of the program synthesis and optimization module. The lexer and the parser recognize data dependencies and user-defined parti- ; however, these algorithms did not model transmission time, since they assumed that the data transmission between PES did not take any time. This is not true, especially for message-passing systems. The data transmission time is a significant factor that affects the overall performance of a system. A modified critical-path algorithm and a mobility-directed algorithm is used in Hypertool [29] . The mapping submodule maps each task to a physical PE in a given topology by minimizing network traffic. We use the algorithms for the quadratic assignment problem to obtain a near-optimal mapping. A heuristic algorithm presented by Hanan and Kurtzberg may be applied to minimize the total communication traffic [30]. After scheduling and mapping are corn. pleted, the synchronization module inserts the communication primitives in a correct sequence. Finally, the code generator generates target machine code for each PE.
Hypertool then generates performance estimates. The performance estimator is implemented based on the SIMON [31]. SIMON is an event driven simulator which models the execution of a parallel application program on a message-passing system. Message transmissions between processors are simulated by a switch model. The switch model may be an Ethernet, a cross bar, or a hypercube network. The hypercube network is used in this performance estimator. SIMON generates the execution time and suspension time for each processor by counting the number of instructions executed. We have modified SIMON so that it can generate time for communication overhead in each processor. SIMON also generates statistics of the number of message transmissions, message lengths, the transmission time for each message, and the network delay for each communication channel. The transmission time and network delay is calculated from message length, channel bandwidth, and message starting time. When execution completes, the explanation facility displays graphic representation of data dependencies between PES, parallelism, and load distribution [32]. The explanation facility also indicates which message causes a PE to suspend. The performance estimator and theexplanation facility provides information so that if the performance is not satisfactory, the programmer can change the partitioning strategy and the size of the partitions for performance improvement.
Hypertool is currently running on a Sun workstation under UNIX. Several examples have been tested on Hypertool. By our experience, program development with Hypertool takes much less time than manual program development. Debugging is much easier, and we never have any deadlock in the programs developed on Hypertool. The results also show that Hypertool generates codes that execute faster than manually generated codes. Tables 1 and 2 show performance comparison of the Laplaceequation and Gaussian elimination. The Gauss-Seidel algorithm is used forthe Laplaceequation since it has less efficiency loss. For the Gaussian elimination algorithm, the matrix is partitioned by columns. These problems have less regular structures so that good load balance is difficult to obtain man- ually. In such case, manual scheduling usually leads to an unbalanced load distribution among PES, while automatic scheduling moves some nodes from overloaded PES to underloaded PES and achieves a better load balance. For more regular problems, such as the matrix multiplication, automatic scheduling gives performance similar to that of manual scheduling. However, developing programs on Hypertool is much easier.
V. CONCLUSION
As both the number of PES and the complexity of problems to be solved increase, programming multiprocessing systems becomes more difficult and error-prone. The optimal parallelization may be too complicated for all but simple problems. Actually, early experiments on programming hypercube systems has revealed that conceptualization of program execution is very difficult, and any further optimization ofcomplex prob1emswasdiscouraged.A program development tool that helps programmers to develop parallel programs by automating part of the parallelization tasks and back-annotating some of the quality measures has become a necessity to programmers.
The experimental results obtained by Hypertool show that the CAP methodology is better than the manual methodology in many respects. First, it increases the programming productivity by a n order of magnitude. Second, since communication primitive insertion is performed by Hypertool, manyerrors, such as incorrect computation sequence and deadlock, are eliminated. Finally, the program development tool generates better parallel codes since it uses good scheduling algorithms. Since the program development tool generates target machine codes automatically, the programs developed on the tool are portable. The programs may run on different message-passing systems and even on shared-memory systems. The tool can also be developed for a variety of languages to fit different applications.
